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PREFACE
Only familiarity with local conditions and experience, 

ripened from meeting those conditions, will permit one to 
work out a commercial course suitable to the peculiar needs 
of any particular university. These suggestions, therefore, 
are indicatory in scope only and are based on principles 
that have been proved at the Harvard Graduate School of Busi
ness Administration and by several years of experience in 
building on undergraduate course at the Universiiy of Western 
Ontario.

Section 1.

Frequent reference to the latter University is due to 
two factors:

1. The unquestioned success wnich has attended the 
principles and policies followed by the Univer
sity of Western Ontario since they were first 
planned out in 1922.

2. The familiarity of the writer with the problems 
of that institution.

THS PLACE OF COM-/JSKCE IK THS UMlVE.d>lTY.

Section 2. 
Educational 
Development 
of Business

Written records of business transactions have reached a 
point where they can be scientifically studied and classiiied 
for the accumulated experience they represent and for the broad 
principles of action they contain. Henco business has developed 
to a point where it can be made a matter of education. It has 
followed the sane path as has previously been followed by all 

of ociucatIon—the Arts, which in their early
activities of the Gnurch; Medicine, whichother branches 

stage grew out of the grew out of the practice of medicine; Law; Pedagogy; Engineer
ing; Agriculture otc. In other words, business lias progressed 
to a point where it has become a proper subject for advanced 
educational application—it shows the first gem of profession
alization.

All true advanced education has its laboratory, either 
modelled on the actual practising field of an occupaLion or 
consisting of the actual field Itself. Literature has the 
works of poets and authors. The Sciencos have their 1 bora- 
tories miniatured after the scientific equipment everywhere 
in use. Law has its courts, medicine has its hospitals. 
Agriculture has its husbandry, bo Business finds ita labor» 
tory readily available in the actual world of commerce, 
the close contact which the Department of Commerce needs to 
maintain with the world of business in the utilization oi its 
equipment and of its experienced experts involves nothing now 
to an academic concept. The proper utilization of the world

Section 3. 
Laboratory
acquire
ments

Hence


